Below are the updates for the activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of July 27th..................

*DeArmitt Pad - #1A & #1B – Wells are shut in, waiting on pipeline. #1C – Well is TI.

*Hutchinson Pad – Waiting on frac.

*Aikens Pad – #5G & 5H drilled to TD. Currently drilling lateral on #5D.

*Mamont Compressor Site - Update to follow.

*Pipeline Activities as follows – Alex Paris completed the 8” waterline from the Dearmitt pad to the Hutchinson pad, and completed Stream Crossing #4, which included the watermine crossing and 750’ of 10” steel pipeline. Paris also poured the foundations for the M&R buildings and welded 800’ of 12” steel pipeline to tie-in to Dominion Transmission. They are stringing and bending the last 3,000’ section of 10” steel pipeline.

Emats tested the pipe for the compressor site tie-in, and they are almost finished connecting to the compressor station piping. They also finished the 10”, 800’ horizontal bore at Fox Run, pulled pipe through it, tied-in both sides, and are on the last 20” reaming run at the 380 bore. They plan to pull pipe Monday or Tuesday, and then tie in both sides.